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More than 20 years ago two noted Soviet scholars, S.I. Vainshtain
survival,socialstabilityandthevaluesystemsofindividualsand
andV.P.Diakonova(Trudy . . . ,1966, 1970), published extensive
of a
groups that could be valuable to other Canadians in the event
field reports on a large burial field at Kokel’ in Tuva,
U.S.S.R., with
nuclear war.
Strategic Considerations:The committee concluded that “although burial mounds or separate graves of Scythian, Hunno-Sarmatian, Old
Turcic and recent (19th-century) origin. The Hunno-Sarmatian burials
modelling results must be interpreted with care, a prima facia case has
predominated.Thefieldreportwastobefollowedbyanalytical
been made that a nuclear winter will indeed follow a wide range of
treatment of data by the excavators, but, as Roman Kenk tells us in the
attacks.” Ontheotherhand,theDepartmentofNationalDefence
foreword,
not published. In view of the significance
concluded that if the scientific findings of the nuclear winter studies
are to date it has been
of the find, Kenk undertook to analyze the published data, focusing
any profound
accepted,“strategicpolicywillnotbeaffectedin
exclusively on the Hunno-Sarmatian or Shurmak burials. They are
manner.” It would seem that nuclear winter is being treated as an
represented by four Great Burial Mounds (367 skeletons), 18 small
unprovenhypothesis.However,themilitaryandstrategicplanners
burial
should be reminded that at one time the concepts of both the atomic
andmounds(76skeletons),individualmoundsofvariousforms
(4 skeletons). This
hydrogen bombs were unproven hypotheses. Fortunately, civilization including cenotaphs (28 skeletons) and 3 flat graves
hehasdoneinanadmirablysystematicfashion.Fromtheresults
was not at stake when they were tested. Hopefully, it will not take a
obtained, the author inferred aspects of the cultural system of the
nuclear war to convince people that nuclear winter will follow!
people who used the Kokel’ burial ground, according to Kenk, in the
The paper from the department argues a case for deterrence, claiming
it to be “the safest system within our present reach.” The concept of course of ca. 300 years, between 200 B.C. and 100 A.D.Their ethnic
deterrence is also a hypothesis, but one that the military continues to identity is left open, though, on the basis of physical anthropological
and artifactual evidence, theyare believed not to have been Huns.
cling to relentlessly.
Is deterrence at the present level of stockpiles now
held really the safest system if by any far-out chance the weapons held The books falls into two parts: analysis of the published data (p.
9-89) and interpretation (p. 90-107). The rest (p. 108-202) is devoted to
by the nuclear powers were to be put into action by design, by an
or by some perhaps unknown factor, documentation: illustrations and tables.
accident, by a bad communication
Kenk reorganized the artifactual data (originally published by artibe? Surely deterrence at the level proposed
by Carl
as remote as it may
Sagan, which would not create a climatic catastrophe, is a worthwhile factcategories)intoalistthatshowstheartifactualinventoryof
individualburialswithineachoftheburialmounds(Table
2, p.
intermediate goal that all politicians, strategists, military scientists,
166-185). He also compiled a table with the following information for
technologists and people in general around the world should be actively
this planet’s each burial: the number
of persons interred (single or multiple); age and
seeking if they are to be considered responsible ofstewards
sex of the skeletons; grave dimensions, with grave depth given in a
environment?
The attitude on the part of the military that deterrence equates with separate column; orientation of the mound, grave pits and skeletons in
security is flawed. The world today is far less secure than it was just terms of compass directions; and animal and plant remains found with
arms race. Deterrence existed years ago when each
prior to the nuclear
the body or in the grave.
IntheIntroduction,Kenksummarizesthebasicdataaboutthe
superpower had enough ICBMs to wipe out a major city on the other
Kokel’ burial field and states that the main period of use falls into the
side. Over the years, military planners and strategists have advised
governments on both sides to increase their forces to the point that if period defined by L.R. Kyzlasov as Shurmak Culture, of the Hunnothey were used they would destroy civilization as we know
it, partly as Shunnak (Hunno-Sarmatian) Epoch, dating from the 2nd century B.C.
to the 5th century A.D. There are both older (200 B.C.-200 A.D.)and
a result of nuclear winter.
Sagan has argued that in view of a possible climatic catastrophe,
younger(200-500~.~.)phases
(Kyzlasov, 1979, afterKenk,
Drevniaia
questions need to be raised about national and international security Tuva).
and KenkalsopointsoutthattheShurmakCulturefindsfrom
as well as from
hence the need for reducing world arsenals of nuclear weapons below Kokel’ are clearly distinct from Scythian finds there,
other Scythian sites in the region (the Uyuk Culture). These finds are
the threshold levelso this could not happen.
Conclusion: The Government of Canada and the Royal Society of
the
alsodifferentfromthecontemporaneousTashtykCultureof
Canada are to be commended for funding and producing this on
report MinusinskDepression,althoughcertainartifactualfeaturespermit
Kenk to infer communication, interaction or exchange between the
nuclear winter. It is an important document that should be read by
thoughtful Canadians, especially scientists, politicians, the military
Shurmak Culture bearers of Kokel’ and the Tashtykians of the Upper
planners and teachers. It is important that the report be followed up Enisei
by valley. Kenk suggests that the use of Kokel‘ burial ground by the
research on some physical and biological aspects of nuclear winter but,
Shurmak Culture bearers was relatively short, because the artifactual
more so, that a report on the social consequences of a nuclear war be inventory (though separable into older and younger) does not demonstrate any
undertaken. Above all, it is important for the Government of Canada
to significant changes over time.
continue its efforts to avoid nuclear war by every possible meansInand
the by
following chapters (unnumbered) Kenk discusses the form and
efforts in concert with other middle powers to put pressure
structural features of graves; modes of burial (extended prone with
on the
so that nuclear bodies placed directly on ground, tree branches, boards, or within a
nuclear powers to reduce their nuclear arms stockpiles
winter can never happen!
wooden construction, in log coffins, and, in exceptional cases, in wood
or stone coffins, or sometimes surrounded by stones [p. 25:Fig. 131).
Eric L. Tollefson Occasionally,thewoodenburialstructurehadacompartmentfor
Department of Chemical and Petroleum Engineering supplies (p. 25:Fig. 10). Variations in body arrangement also occur,
University of Calgary although theyare rare. These include burials flexed on the back or side,
Calgary, Alberta, Canada
extended burials on the side, separation of the body and skull with the
T2N IN4
skull being placed in a separate compartment, skeletons without skulls
and dismembered skeletons.
Graveinventories are discussed (p.35-58) in meticulousdetail.
Throughout, Kenk refers to sex and age of the individual and is able to
establish the grave goods complexes not only by gender, but also by
DAS GRABERFELD DER HUNNO-SARMATISCHEN ZEIT VON
KOaL’, TUVA, SUD-SIBIRIEN. By ROMANKENK, based on site age. He is able to demonstrate that the grave inventories for men show
si&cant differences by age cohort (adult, mature and senile, the age
reportby S.I. VAJNSTEJN and V.P. D’JAKONOVA. Kommission fuer
cohort schema presumably accordingto the one established
by Martin
AllgemeineundVergleichendeArchaeologiedesDeutschen
Saller, 1957). Careful attention not onlyto the occurrence of animal
ArchaeologischenInstitutsBonn,AVA-Materialien,vol.25.
and plant remains, but specifically to their disposition within the graves
Miinchen: Verlag C.H. Beck, 1984. 202 p.. 62 illus., 2 tables, no
him to conclude (in the second part
and in relation to the body, permits
index. In German. Softbound.
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text. A better referencing of pertinent literature is also desirable, and
of this work - Economic Relations, p. 101-104), that the Shurmak
Culture Bearersof Kokel’ were pastoralists and that their economy wasthe lack of bibliography on archaeology of Tuva, especially for recent
based on sheep herding. The sole agricultural product found, pease, in publications, is a minus.
In spite of theseshortcomingsinmattersofinterpretationand
all likelihood was obtained through trade. Though Kenk is well aware
technicalities of presentation, the book contributes to our understandthat the absence of agricultural or blacksmithing implements may not
ing of archaeological data of the Hunno-Sarmatian period in Tuva and
necessarilyimplyatotalabsenceofagriculturalandironworking
should be useful to and welcomed by specialists.
a
activities, he is inclined to the conclusion that neither was on
practiced
regular basis or as occupational specialization. Minute quantities
of silk
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of specific burial mounds. He bases
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U.S.A.
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various artifacts in the illustrations, though some are
ranges
given in the

